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4. Research Title and Objectives

Title:

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY OF MOSQUE MIMBAR
KEDAH DARUL AMAN

Objectives:

Through this research, aims are set as follow:
1) To identify and to know state mosque mimbar typologies at Kedah Darul Aman.
2) To identify and to know mosque mimbar elements like stair/step, size, shape, location, decorative element and material used.

5. Report

5.1 Executive Summary

Mosque is important as a sacred place to the muslim to perform solat or pray especially and other ibadat. From this project research, the research is focusing to aspect of design mimbar which is only having in mosque. The reason is mimbar become one of the important element for mosque. Besides that, everything in this world has a guideline. In Islam religious itself show that Al-Quran and sunnah Prophet Muhammad is a guideline for muslim. But in term of the mimbar design, is it has it own guideline for mimbar design?

The project research had been done to identify mosque mimbar typology. At the same time the research can be determine mosque mimbar follow syariiat or not. The research completed by applying of quantitative study which is wide database needed to achieve best result. The main aspect of analysis is the mosque mimbar design.
Based on research deeply and conscientious observation, guideline mosque mimbar is made to be reference for all particular people who design mosque mimbar for the future. The mosque committee and mosque mimbar designer will more sensitive to mosque mimbar design while design the mosque. At the same time, mosque mimbar design without follow syariat will cause gratuity or pahala which promise by Allah s.w.t just gone easily.

The project research has been done on the aspects such as shape, size, location, entrance direction, entrance width, material use, colour, step and decoration of the mosque mimbar. It can be identify by 20 case studies around Alor Setar, Kedah.

The methodology of the project research is mix method by using observation to the mosque mimbar and communicating with authority person like Mufti Kedah State. At the same time by referring Al-Quran, book, news paper and so on.

As a conclusion, hopefully from this project research can help designers about mimbar design. In addition, hope this research will be guideline for architect who involve in mimbar design especially and generally can give information for people about mimbar design.

5.2 Introduction

Every muslim know that mosque is place for them to pray and praise to Allah S.W.T. Mosque become important place for muslim together to do an activity such as learning centre, war strategy and so on. At the same time mosque is for muslim to learn about life in this world and after death (akhirat). Muslim also learns at mosque about Islamic law which is knowledge likes muamalah (business) matter, people relationship among muslim with muslim or muslim with non-muslim.

All the activities will do in mosque and mimbar is the one of the place to give all information related to Islam. So that, mimbar becomes an important place